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Severa l a uthurs have ma de th e ass umption that Kirc hhoff's Law holds fur th e apparent local s pec
tral e mittance and apparent loca l s pec tral absorptance of a ny point on the int e rior s urface of a cav ity. 
The co rrec tness of thi s assumption is de mons trat e d under ce rt ain genera l cunditiuns, and it s practi ca l 
ap pli cati on to the ca lc ul a tion of the tot a l Aux a bso rbed by a cav it y or s pacecraft is di sc ussed. A fur
th er app li ca tion to the case of a nuni sothe rmal cavity ur spacecra ft is de riv ed. By thi s de riv ati on a n 
easy methud fur determining the to tal Au x e mitt ed fru lll s uc h a noni sothe rmal cav ity is found when the 
di s tribution of the appa re nt luca l s pectral e mittance uf the is uthermal c avity is kn own. T he eco nomy 
and versa tility of thi s methud is s hown by the ca lc ul at ion of the total Au x e mitt ed from a noni so lhermal 
cy lindrica l cav it y for se veral a rbitra ry cases of te mpe rature di s tribution on the int e rior s urface of the 
c avity. Finally , the int egra l eq uation for a diffuse cav it y whose wall e mittance varies with position on 
the wall is tra ns formed to an e quation havi ng a sy mme tri c kernel. 

1. Introduction 

Kirchhoff's Law states that at a point on the s urface of a thermal radiator at any te mperature 
and wavelength, the spec tral direc tional e mitta nce is eq ual to the spec tra] absorptance for radia
tion incide nt from the same direction. t This law, coupled with the law of conservation of energy, 
permits us to relate the e mittance, absorptance, and re Aectance at a point on the surface of an 
opaq ue thermal radiator by eq (1). 

E(.\) = a(.\) = 1- p(.\) . (1) 

Thi s relation has been used by Wien and Lummer, Ribaud , Gouffe, Michaud, and Page (refs . 
[1-5)2), to de rive expressions for the e mittance of a cav it y or enclos ure with a finite ope ning. In 
these derivations the implicit assumption see ms to be made (without explicit proof) that the ap
parent local spec tral em itta nce at a point within an iso the rmal cav it y is equal to the apparent local 
spec tral abso rptance at tha t same point. 3 Although it is not immediately obvious that Kirchhoff's 
Law can be thus extended to these " appare nt local" quantities, the analysis presented in section 2 
based on the assumptions and techniques of diffuse interreAection theory shows that it does hold. 
The proof is purposely made for the general case, so as to be applicable to opaque isothermal cavi
ti es of any shape with one or more openings. It thus applies to any spacecraft configuration as a 
special case of a cavity. The emittance of the wall material is not assumed to be uniform over the 
cavity walls, but the emittance instead is permitted to vary with position within the cavity. The 
proof, however, is limited to a cavity with diffusely reAecting and emitting walls. Although a proof 
for the more general case of a a cavity with nondiffusely reflecting and emitting walls is not pre
sented here, such a proof might possibly be developed by an approach similar to that of C. von 
Fragstein [6]. 

*This paper was prese nt ed at the AIAA Secund Aefospa<.:t' Scie nces Meeting, New York, N.Y .. un January 27. 1965. This work was done unde r the s ponsor
sh ip uf the Marshall Space Flight Cent e r of NASA and of the Air Fon·(, Materials Labora tory. Hesearch and Technul ogy Divisions, Air Furce Systems Command. 

1 The spectral directional e mittance is defined as the ratio of the flux per unit area. unit solid angle. and unit wavelength emitted at wave length A in a particular 
direction (rp, 8) from a s urface e lement 10 the radiant flux per unit area, unit solid angle. and unit wavelength emitted at wavelength A in the same direction (IP, 8) from 
the surface of a blac kbody radiator at the same te mpera ture. 

t Figures in brackets indicate the literature refe rences at the end of this paper. 
3 For the definitions of these "apparent local" Quantities, see section 2. 
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In section 3 the equations developed in section 2 are discussed, and they are shown to have a 
practical application to the problem of determining the radiant flux absorbed by a cavity. In 
section 4 a novel method is derived for determining the total flux emitted from a nonisothermal 
cavity, while in section 5 the method derived in section 4 is applied to some sample calculations. 
This is done by determining the heat flux from a cylindrical cavity for several different cases of 
temperature ,distribution within the cavity. Finally in the appendix the integral equation charac
teristic of a cavity with nonuniform wall emittance is transformed into an integral equation with 
a symmetric kernel. 

2. Proof of Kirchhoff's Law for a Diffuse Cavity 

First the general reflecting geometry of a cavity will be established. An enclosure C of arbi
trary shape which has one or more openings is considered throughout. Each point on ~he interior 
surface of the enclosure is identified with a coordinate vector, x in a convenient frame of reference. 
The coordinate vector, x is used here because some quantities will be thought of as functions of 
position on the interior surface, or equivalently, as functions of x. It is assumed that the en
closure's walls are opaque and that they reflect and emit diffusely. It is further assumed that 
the material and temperature of the interior wall may vary as a function of position on the wall 
surface (that is as a function of x), but that the emittances of the various wall materials are inde
pendent of temperature. The spectral emittance, absorptance, and reflectance of the wall mate
rial at the point x are denoted by E(iI. , x), a(A, x) and peA, x) respectively. In accordance with 
Kirchhoff's Law the wall material's emittance, absorptance, and reflectance at each point x are 
related to one another according to (2) 

E(iI. , x) = a(iI., x) = 1- p(iI., x) (2) 

It is assumed that (2) is valid whatever the wavelength or angular distribution of flux falling on the 
surface. Thus all fluorescence and stimulated emission effects that might invalidate (2) are 
neglected. 

Next, the presence of radiant flux within the cavity is considered. The symbol BA(x) stands 
for the spectral radiosity or the radiant flux per unit area and unit wavelength leaving an element 
dA(x) on the cavity interior. The symbol EA(x) stands for the spectral irradiance or the radiant 
flux per unit area and unit wavelength incident on dA(x). The radiosity is given by 

BA(x) = E(iI., x)BA. b [T(x)] + [1- E(iI., X)]EA(X) (3) 

where B A• b[T(x)] stands for the flux per unit area and unit wavelength emitted from a blackbody 
radiator at temperature T(x) and wavelength iI.. It is convenient for the purposes of this paper to 
divide EA(X) into two parts: E A, e(x), the external spectral irradiance is the flux per unit area and 
unit wavelength incident on x directly from a source outside the cavity; E A, c(x), the cavity spectral 
irradiance is the spectral flux per unit area and unit wavelength incident on x whose source is the 
radiosity distribution BA(xo) at all points Xo within -the cavity. EA(x) is given by 

E A(X) = E A, e(x) + E A, c(X) (4) 

The cavity irradiance at a point x, E A, c(x), is related to the radiosity, BA(xo), of every point 
Xo according to 

E A, c(x) = i BA(xo)K(xo, x)dA(xo) (5) 

where K(xo, x) is the diffuse angle factor or configuration factor which gives the irradiance at x 
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caused by a unit area of a diffuse source located at Xo. The following important relation is obtained 
by combining (3), (4), and (5). 

BA.(x) = E(A, x)Bu[T(x)] + [1 - E(A, x)]EA. , e(x) + [1- E(A, x)] i BA.(xo)K(xo, x)dA(xo). (6) 

There is only one function BA.(x) which will "satisfy" this equation when the functions T(x) , 
EA., ecx), E(A, x), and K(xo, x) are given. Equation (6)"in which BA.(x) is the only unknown function, 
thus completely determines BA.(x). Many well-known me thods exist for finding the solution, BA.(x), 
to such an integral equation, although in some cases the actual evaluation of BA.(x) may be some · 
what tedious. The transformation of eq (6) into the form of a Fredholm integral equation of the 
second kind with a symmetric kernel, is shown in the appendix. 

Next the apparent local spectral emittance inside an isothermal emitting cavity which is not 
irradiated by an outside source will be defined. For this circumstance T(x) = T (a constant) and 
EA., e(x) = 0 everywhere ov~r the interior surface of the cavity. Then the apparent local spectral 
emittance Ea(A, x) is defi ned as 

_ BA.(x) 
Ea(A, x) = B [T] 

A., b 
(7) 

where BA.(x) is the radiosity distribution within the cavity. The integral equation which governs 
Ea(A , x) is obtained by substituting the above conditions in (6) and dividing both sides by BA. , b[T]. 

Ea{A, x) = E(A, x) + [1 - E(A, x)] i Ea(A, xo)K(xo, x)dA(xo) . (8) 

Equation (8) completely determines the function Ea(A , x) as truly characteristic of the cavity 
because Ea(A, x) de pe nds only on the cavity geometry and the emittance of the wall material. 

Next, the apparent local spectral absorptance O'a(A, x) is defined as a dimensionless function 
of position x such that if QA. , a is the total monochromati c flux absorbed within the cavity from any 
monochromatic ex ternal irradiance distribution EA. , e(x), then QA. , a may be calculated from 

QA., a= i O'a{A, x)EA. , e(x)dA(x). (9) 

An equivalent definition of O'a(A, x) is : 0'0(11., x) represents the dime nsionless fraction of the mono
chromatic flux from outside the cavity incident on an element of area, dA(x), that is absorbed 
within the cavity. This is illustrated in figure 1 for a focused incident beam, where a finite flux 
QA., e is shown striking the infinitesimal area dA(x). For this focused beam, an amount QA. , eO'(A, x) 
is absorbed on the first reflection. The remainder is diffusely reflected both to the other parts 
of the cavity and to the cavity opening. The irradiance on the other points Xo within the cavity 
after this first re flection but before the second is given by (10). 

FIGURE 1. Focused beam incident at a point inside 
a cavity. 
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Since E~, 2(XO) could be exactly simulated in principle by an irradiance from outside the cavity, 
the total flux absorbed by the cavity from E A,2(xo) may be calculated from (9). Thus we obtain 
(11) for the total flux absorbed. 

Qf... , ,,= QA' ea(A, x) + QA' e[l- a(A, x)] L aa(A, xo)K(x, xo)dA(xo). (11) 

Because a(A, x) = E(A, x) from Kirchhoff's law, K(x, xo) = K(xo, x) from angle factor algebra, 
and for the focused radiation considered, au(A, x) = QA' J QA' e by definition , we obtain (12) for 
au(A, x) , which is equivalent to (8) for Eu(A, x). 

au(A, x) = E(A, x) + [1- E(A , x)] i aa(A, xo)K(x, xo)dA(xo). (12) 

Thus, it follows that 

(13) 

i.e., the apparent local spectral emittance and apparent local spectral absorptance are equal, and 
Kirchhoff's law holds. 

3. Application to Cavity Absorption 

A direct consequence of (9) and (11) is that the solution of the integral equation governing the 
apparent local spectral emittance within a cavity also gives the information necess ary for deter
mining the total flux absorbed by the cavity for any given external irradiance. It is obvious that 
any conceivable spacecraft configuration is just a special case of the general geometric cavity con
figuration discussed in the first paragraph of section 2. If the spacecraft has diffusely reflecting 
surfaces, then Ea(A, x) for its partic ular configuration may be calculated by (8). The total flux 
absorbed by the spacecraft for any given external irradiance distribution (which would correspond 
to any given orientation of the spacecraft with respect to the sun, earth, moon or any othe r celestial 
object in the neighborhood) can be calculated easily by simply evaluating the integral in (9) based 
on the solution of (8). The different values of flux absorbed which correspond to the many different 
possible source positions with respect to the spacecraft can be evaluated quickly to any desired 
degree of accuracy by using modern computer techniques. This calculational procedure has 
actually been employed for certain cases of illumination in shallow cylindrical cavities and good 
agreement with experimental values was found [7]. 

4. Application to Nonisothermal Cavity Emission 

Another application of the equation derived in section 2 is to the calculation of the total flux 
emitted through the opening of a nonisothermal heated cavity (or equivalently from the surface of 
a nonisothermal spacecraft). It is evident from (6) that both E(A, x)B A, b[T(x)] and [1- E(A , x)] 
EA, e(x) play the same mathe matical role in determining BA(X). As a consequence, both of the 
following cases will give rise to identical radiosity distributions within the cavity and fluxes leaving 
the cavity. 

Case 1. Arbitrary temperature distribution = T(x); external irradiance distribution = EA, e(x)=O, 
everywhere. 

Case 2. Temperature distribution = T' (x) = 0, everywhere; external irradiance distribution 
=E~, e(x) = E(A , x)[1- E(1I., x)] - IB A, IJ[T(x)], 

This can easily be seen by substituting both Case 1 and 2 into (6) and noting that exactly the 
same equation results in both cases. In order to find the total flux emitted by the cavity in Case 1, 
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it is necessary to find in Case 2 the difference between the total incident flux and the total absorbed 
flux. The total incident flux Q". e, is simply given by (14). 

Q", e = i E~ , e(x)dA(x). (14) 

The total absorbed flux Q", ,, is given by (9). Hence the total flux emitted, Q", E is 

Q", E = i [1- aa(A, x)]E~, e(x)dA(x) (ISa) 

or in terms of the arbitrary temperature distribution T(x) and the apparent local spectral e mittance 
Er,(A , x) 

(ISb) 

Because T(x) is completely arbitrary, and because no restrictions have been made on the 
possible geometry of the cavity (or spacecraft), eq (ISb) applies to all situations. 

5. The Flux From a Cylindrical Cavity 

To illustrate the usefulness of (ISb) the total heat flux from a cylindri cal cavity has been cal
culated for several different temperature distributions (see fig. 2). 

FIGURE 2. Arbitrary temperature distributions within 
a cylindrical cavity. 
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The apparent local spectral emittance Ea(A, x) has been published for a diffuse cylindrical 
cavity of uniform wall emittance, E(A) of 0.5 [8]. In the following calculations, these results are 
used to determine the total flux from an identical nonisothermal cavity. The cavity considered 
had a l.0 in. radius and a 2.0 in. depth. Four arbitrary temperature distributions shown in figure 
2 were considered. These temperature distributions are assumed to be angularly symmetrical 
about the central axis of the cylinder. The base of the cavity is assumed to be isothermal with its 
temperature equal to the temperature at x = 2 in. in all four cases. These four temperature dis
tributions were chosen to show that wide variations of temperature are easily handled by thi s 
method. Here x is the distance from the mouth of the cavity along the walls; r is the radial di s
tance from the center of the cavity base. The apparent local spectral e mittan ce distribution 
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Ea(l\., x) and Ea(l\., r) were taken from reference [7], figure 4. For convenience, it is assumed that 
the cavity wall material is gray (its spectral emittance does not vary with wavelength). ~or this 
case the Stefan·Boltzmann law is applicable and QA ' .' BA• b[T(x)], E(A) and Ea(A, x) can be replaced 
by Q., (T[T(X)]4, E, and Ea(X) respectively. The total flux emitted from the mouth is given by (lSc). 

{d (L (d/2 } Q. = 27TE(T[l- E]- I 2" Jo [1- Ea(X)] [T(X)]4dx + Jo . [1- EJr)] [T(r)]4rdr . (1Sc) 

The integrals in (1Sc) were approximated by Simpson's rule summations. Table 1 gives the 
total heat flux for each of the four cases. The first line of table 1 gives the results calculated with 
.ix and D.r equal to 0.1 in. The second line gives the results when dx and D.r are taken to be 0.05 in. 
The results of the calculation based on the larger .ix and dr agree to within 0.6 percent with those 
using the smaller D.x and D.r. These results were obtained with relatively little expenditure of 
time and effort. For the three cases which have the same average temperature (1 , 2, and 4), the 
isothermal case emits the least flux , and the cavity whose temperature decreased from a maximum 
at the front emits the greatest flux. The values obtained for the (isothermal) case 4 can be directly 
compared to data given in [8]. Using Q./(TT4(7Td2/4) = 0.8084 from table 2 of [8], one calculates 
Q.=3.484 W, whereas the result from the integration in the present paper gives Q.=3.49370 W. 
When T(x) = T (a constant) everywhere within the cavity, eq (lSc) of the present paper reduces to 
eq (lla) of [8]. 

TABLE 1. Q, for cases J to 4 

.6.x = O.l in ... 

.6.x = O.OSin ....... .... .. .. .•• 

Case 1 

5.94 

5.97 

Case 2 

4.269 

4.265 

Case 3 

3.348 

3.346 

Case 4 

3 .49373 

3.49370 

The main limitation on the application of (lSb) is the need for the function Ea(l\., x) for various 
cavity (or spacecraft) geometries. The function Ea(l\., x) has been determined for only a limited 
number of simple geometries like the sphere, the cone, and the cylinder. [9- 11]. It is to be 
hoped that more Ea(l\., x) data will appear in the future, because its knowledge permits the deter· 
mination of the flux to and from a cavity under a great number of conditions. 

The author thanks D. G. Moo·re, J. C. Richmond, and A. C. Kelly for their valuable assistance 
in the preparation of this paper; and Dr. E. M. Sparrow for a helpful conversation. 

6. Appendix 

Equation (8) may be transformed into the form of a Fredholm Integral equation of the second 
kind with a symmetric kernel, K*·(xo , x), by the following transformation: 

(16) 

K*(xo , x) = [1- E(l\., x)] 1/2 [1- E(l\., Xo)] 1/2 K(xo , x). (17) 

The resulting equation is given below: 

B~(x) = E(l\., x) [1- E(l\., x)] - I BI; , A [T(x)] + [1- E(l\., x)] 1/2 EA. e(X) 

+ Ie B~(xo)K*(xo, x)dA(xo). (18) 
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This transformation is interesting because it permi ts the use of certain theorems and methods 
introduced by Moon [l2] even wh en E(A, x ) is not co nstant. 
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